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Today we are pleased to announce the release of version 3.4.0 of our CommandBox Docker images, which bumps the CommandBox binary version to v5.3.1. This release primarily contains optimizations and updates to leverage the new environmental support options available in CommandBox 5.3.0 and above.

Of note with this minor release, is that the image will no longer attempt to detect if a password has been set via the various environment and file-based mechanisms. Since servers run in Docker images bind the IP to all interfaces ( 0.0.0.0 ), the Server Profile is automatically set to production - which disables administrative access. Since the user of the BOX_SERVER_PROFILE
environment variable is required to downgrade this profile to a less secure mode, along with the multitude of ways which admin passwords may be set, handling this in the container startup was unnecessary.

In addition, this version leverages native CommandBox support for environment variables as part of the server configuration and deprecates the use of variables which were redundant to the CommandBox versions. For more information on environment variables support, see the README

Changelog for this version:

[bookmark: 531340---2021-06-04][5.3.1/3.4.0] - 2021-06-04

[bookmark: changed]Changed

	Updates CommandBox binary to v5.3.1
	Marked support for the following environment variables as deprecated, in favor of native CommandBox environment variables. Support for these variables will end in v4.0.0 of the image


	SERVER_HOME_DIRECTORY ( BOX_SERVER_APP_SERVERHOMEDIRECTORY )
	cfconfigfile ( BOX_SERVER_CFCONFIGFILE )
	CFENGINE ( BOX_SERVER_APP_CFENGINE )
	HEADLESS ( BOX_SERVER_PROFILE or ENVIRONMENT )
	SERVER_PROFILE ( BOX_SERVER_PROFILE )
	URL_REWRITES ( BOX_SERVER_WEB_REWRITES_ENABLE )
	DEBUG ( BOX_SERVER_DEBUG )


	Eliminated random password generation on server startup, if a convention mechanism for changing was not detected. Since the server profile defaults to production, which disables the admin interface, this is no longer necessary


[bookmark: fixed]Fixed

	Documentation updates and corrections
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Ortus March Newsletter






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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Into the Box 2024 Last Early Bird Days!






Time is ticking, with less than 60 days remaining until the excitement of Into the Box 2024 unfolds! Don't let this golden opportunity slip away; our exclusive Early Bird Pricing is here for a limited time only, available until March 31st. Why wait? Secure your seat now and take advantage of this steal!
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Ortus February Newsletter 2024






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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